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J. T.Schwartz [4] has established a structure theorem for a spectral

operator on Hubert space whose imaginary part is completely con-

tinuous. The purpose of this note is to give a new proof of this theo-

rem which is based on the algebraic approach to the theory of non-

selfadjoint operators developed by the author [5], and throughout

this proof we shall show how the algebraic approach may be used to

technical advantage in the study of nonselfadjoint operators on

Hubert space.
Actually, Schwartz proved the structure theorem for a spectral

operator A satisfying the condition that AA*—A*A is completely

continuous, but we shall concentrate our attention on the case when

A has the completely continuous imaginary part. In this case the

structure theorem may be stated in a more informative form as fol-

lows:

Theorem. Let A be a spectral operator on a Hubert space H whose

imaginary part is completely continuous. Then H is decomposed in an

algebraic direct sum H = H0+Hi+Hi+ ■ ■ • of a countable family of

invariant subspaces of A such that A \ H0 is a scalar type spectral op-

erator with real spectrum and each A\Hi (i = l, 2, • • • ) has the form

\iIi + Ni, where I i is the identity operator on Hi, {A7,} is a sequence of

quasi-nilpotent completely continuous operators approaching zero in

norm and Im X,—»0 as i—><».

By an operator we always understand a bounded linear transfor-

mation on a Hubert space. A von Neumann algebra means a self-

adjoint operator algebra with the identity operator which is closed

in the weak topology, and the set of operators each of which com-

mutes with every operator in a von Neumann algebra M is called the

commutant of M and denoted by M'. It is well known that the com-

mutant M' is again a von Neumann algebra and M = M". A factor

means a von Neumann algebra whose center consists of scalar mul-

tiples of the identity operator.

1. Let A be an operator on a Hubert space H whose imaginary part

\m.A = (A—A*)/2i is completely continuous and let R(A) be the
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von Neumann algebra generated by 4. Then we have proved in [5,

Theorem 1 ] that 4 is decomposed by a countable family of mutually

orthogonal central projections P0, P< (¿£7) in R(A) into the form

4 = Ao 8 E © Ai,
iei

where 4o = 4|P077 is selfadjoint and each 4¿ = 41 P,77 is primary in

the sense that it generates a factor. It will be shown that the alge-

braic structure theorem cited above implies essentially the theorem.

Now let us recall that an operator S on Hubert space is said to be of

scalar type if S is similar to a normal operator, and a spectral operator

is the sum S+N of a scalar type operator 5 and a quasi-nilpotent

operator N commuting with S. For the details of the theory of spec-

tral operators, we should refer to the paper of N. Dunford [3]. Fur-

thermore, we should keep in mind that if a spectral operator has the

completely continuous imaginary part, then its radical part is com-

pletely continuous as shown in [4, Theorem l].

Let 4 be a spectral operator on 77 with completely continuous

imaginary part. To apply the algebraic structure theorem to 4 it

seems to be quite relevant that we consider the case where its scalar

part is normal. Let T be an invertible operator on 77 which trans-

forms 4 to a spectral operator Ä whose scalar part S (= PSF"1) is

normal. Then it seems that a question of whether or not Im Ä is

completely continuous is nontrivial. However, by the aid of the spec-

tral properties of operators with completely continuous imaginary

part, it is possible to show that Im 4 is also completely continuous.

For this purpose we may assume that 4 is of scalar type because of

the fact that the radical part is completely continuous. Let us recall

first that every nonreal point in the spectrum a(A) is a proper value

of 4, the set of nonreal points {X} is at most countable and {Im X}

has no point of accumulation except possibly zero; and so cr(Ä) has

the same spectral properties. Let X be a nonreal point in a(A) and let

77x denote the generalized proper subspace of 4 corresponding to X,

i.e., 77\= {<p£77| (4—X7)v = 0 for some positive integer n}. Then,

as seen in [2], 77x is finite dimensional. Thus H\ — TH\ is also finite

dimensional, and moreover it must be a proper subspace of 4 since

Ä is normal in this case. Denote by {X„} the countable family of non-

real points in o-(4) (=o-(4)) and set K = E«®^>„- Since each 77x„ is

finite dimensional and Im X„—>0 provided that {Xn} is infinite, Ä\K

has the completely continuous imaginary part. On the other hand, it

is clear that Ä177©7£ is selfadjoint. Consequently Im Ä is completely

continuous.
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2. We are now in position to prove the theorem.

Proof of Theorem. First we observe that the scalar part 5 of A

is in the von Neumann algebra R(A) and the radical part N of A is

also in R(A). As is well known, if an operator T commutes with A,

then it commutes with S. This means that every operator in the corn-

mutant R(A)' of R(A) commutes with 5 and hence S belongs to

R(A)" = R(A).
Following the foregoing treatment, we may assume without loss of

generality that the scalar part S is normal. By applying the algebraic

structure theorem to the operator A, A is decomposed by a countable

family of central projections P0, Pi (iQI) in R(A) into the form

A = Ao ® 2 © Ai>
iel

where A0 = A\PoH is selfadjoint and each Ai = A\PiH is primary.

Here, keeping in mind that P,- is central, it is easily seen that 5<

= S|P,-.fir is a normal operator belonging to R(Ai) and N¡ = N\PiH

is a quasi-nilpotent completely continuous operator in R(Aî). Since

5,- commutes with Ai, the normality of 5¿ implies that Si commutes

with A*, so that 5,- belongs to the center of R(A¡). Thus 5,- must be

a scalar multiple X,/,- of the identity operator I i on P,if for each iQI,

and so each A¡ has the form Xl/i+Arf. Moreover, since N

= No®^,iei ®Ni (No = N\P0H) and N is completely continuous,

we have Ha^H—>0 in case / is infinite. Therefore, setting H0 = PoH

and Hi = PiH, we complete the proof.

Remark. In proving the structure theorem for a spectral operator

A satisfying the condition that AA* — A*A is completely continuous,

our treatment is still available. Indeed, the algebraic structure theo-

rem for such an operator, which is a direct analog to our result em-

ployed here, may also be established (see H. Behncke [l]).
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